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Welcome Mighty Hosts!
Why Your Community Brand Matters
When a member visits your community, what’s the first thing they see? Your brand.
The logo, colors, and design elements you use immediately shape your members’ perceptions. We see
this as a huge opportunity to “show your colors” and set a distinct tone.
For the uninitiated, branding can feel complex, challenging, and overwhelming. We’ve found, though,
that with a little guidance and support even the most inexperienced “designers” can thrive.

Before You Get Started
This guide will outline the quickest way to a beautifully branded Mighty Network. To make things run
smoothly, there are a few things to get ready before you log in:

Community Logo

Community Color Palette

Logos create a sense of shared identity,
almost like a family crest. They orient
your members to the underlying essence
and purpose of your community. If you
don’t have a logo yet, we’ll automatically
generate a placeholder for you based on
the first letter of your community name.

A color palette expresses the mood and
tone of your community.

Imagery
Imagery can include stock photos,
custom photos, icons, or illustrations.
You might use them when posting
Articles or as a cover photo for your
Profile. A bank of imagery can be
especially useful when creating Topics, as
you’ll see later in this guide.

When building out your Mighty Network,
it’ll be helpful to have 2-3 primary brand
colors, and 3-5 secondary ones.
1. Primary brand colors are the main
colors used in all graphics and are usually
associated with the logo.
2. Secondary brand colors act as a
complementary palette to the primary
brand colors. These will come into play
when you build out Topics, Courses,
Groups, and other elements of your
Mighty Network that complement your
main community space.

Need some guidance? At the end of this guide we share some (free!) resources
that will help you generate a color palette, design a logo, and find imagery that fits your brand
aesthetic.
But if you’re ready with your logo, color palette, and some options for imagery—you’ll move
through this guide in no time. Let’s go!
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Your Overall Branding
First things first: Click your profile in the top right and head to Network Settings and then General
Settings. Scroll down to Branding to get started.
Your Network Branding is where you’ll add your primary colors and your logo, and other key imagery.

Color
You can choose one primary color under
Basic, or toggle to Advanced to add up to
three.

Mighty Tip!
If you choose a color that may cause
accessibility issues, we’ll alert you!

Logo

Image or Video

Your primary logo should be a square and at
least 500 x 500 pixels. It will be cropped into
a circle, so you’ll want to have some room
around the side and not take the design all the
way to the edges.

This is the main image that will represent your
community on your About page, and will be the
default image in other places as well.
It should be at least 1920x1080 pixels
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Your Landing Page
This is the front door to your Mighty Network. It should detail who your community is for, and why a
member might want to join.
The hero image at the top of your Landing Page is responsive and will adjust for viewing across any size
screen—so choose an image that will function more like a background so that any text or branding isn’t
cut off.
You have two templates to choose from for your landing page. The hero image is 1600x640px for the
creator template and 1200x600px for the community template.

Community Template

Creator Template

The hero image will appear behind your logo,
title, tagline, and CTA button.

The hero image will appear below your logo,
title, tagline, and CTA button. And your profile
image and name, as the Host, will appear at the
top.
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You can add images, videos, rich formatting to
the rest of the landing page, too—take a look
at these examples to see how they’ve carried
their brand through every aspect of the page.

Mighty Tip!
Your CTA will automatically
adjust to your privacy settings:
Paid = Choose a Plan
Private = Request to Join
Public- Join and Explore
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Your Topics
Topics help you organize conversations around things your members might want to discuss. Polls &
Questions, Events, Articles, and Quick Posts can all be tagged with a Topic.
For each Topic you create, you’ll choose an image and a color.

Topic Images
They need to be at least 600 x 400 pixels. Choose something without text on it—in some places, like on
mobile, they will function more like backgrounds.

Topic Color
Here’s where that secondary color palette
comes in! Choose colors that complement or
match your main community colors.
When you tag a Poll or Question in
your Mighty Network with a Topic, it’ll
automatically take on the color associated
with it.
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See how these examples use
cohesive graphics, color stories,
or photography styles to create
consistency with their Topics.

Mighty Tip!
While custom graphics and
icons are always an option, stock
photography can also work well
here if you don’t want to design
something from scratch.
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Your Events
Events bring people in your community together, in real-time! So you want them to feel exciting and
compelling.
For each Event you create, you can add a Header Image or Video, and a custom thumbnail.

Header Image or Video

Thumbnail

Minimum size of 1624 x 696 pixels.

As a default, we’ll crop in your event header to act
as the thumbnail;. But you also have the option to
upload a custom image that’s a square, sized at
280x280.

Mighty Tip!
Don’t include important branding along
the bottom ¼ of your image—it’ll be cut
off.
The safe zone avoids the bottom 145px.

The thumbnail shows up on the Events page.
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Here are two examples that take different approaches to Events.
One designs custom headers and thumbnails, giving each event a distinct look and feel.

The other skips the design and just assigns each event a Topic—here’s where your Topic colors come
into play again! If you don’t want to create custom imagery for each event, this is a great move and
will create a very clean look.
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Your Groups
Groups help you bring members of your Mighty Network together in focused ways. They can be
organized around a shared interest, location, challenge—really, anything you like!
Think of Groups as their own mini-communities within your main Mighty Network.
Here’s what you’ll need to brand them.

Name

Logo

You’ll need a name for the Group itself, but you’ll
also need to decide what to call them in general.
“Groups” is the default, but we offer alternatives
like “Circles” or “Spaces”, “Teams,” “Regions,” or
you can come up with something completely
custom. This is the term that will show up in the
left-hand navigation.

Some Hosts feel overwhelmed at the idea of
creating a separate logo for each of their Groups.
But there’s a simple way to think about this!

Colors and Image or Video
Just like in your main Mighty Network, you can
pull from your palette to set the color(s) for the
Group, and choose an image or video that will
appear on the About page for that Group.
It should be at least 1920x1080 pixels.

Start with your main Mighty Network logo and
create variations on it.
Main Logo
Book Club
Group

30 Day Inspiration
Challenge Group

Modern Creator
Mastermind Group
Group Logos

Artist to Artist
Group
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This community uses the elements of the heart
and the drop shadow coming off the ladder to
brand their Groups in a clean and simple way.

This Mighty Network uses a simple color
palette to create cohesion and then pulls in
graphic state outlines to represent geo-specific
Groups.

You can keep it simple and have one format, but
different colors. Quick and repeatable!
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Your Courses
Just like Groups, a Course is a branded sub-space in your community where members who have access
can move through structured content together.
Like Groups, you can choose a specific naming convention for your Courses (Workshops are another
popular name), add a Logo, set Colors, and choose a primary image or video.
In addition to those options, each individual Section and Lesson in a Course can have their own header
images and thumbnail images that display as people move through the materials. You can also rename
“Sections” and “Lessons” if you’d like them to be called something else!

Course Images

Course Thumbnail

These should be a minimum of 2560 x 1440 pixels.
For any text you want to include, center it within
the 2375x1185 area of your graphic.

This should be a minimum of 240 x 160 pixels.
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Great options for course imagery
An image or graphic with clear
instructions overlaid or a badge design
to signify progress as members move
through the sections.
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External and Internal Payment Plans
You can charge for access to your Mighty Network and/or to Groups and Courses within it. You do this
by going to Payments in your Network Settings and creating a Plan.
An External Plan will show up on your Landing Page and automatically include membership to your
main Mighty Network.
An Internal Plan is something you sell inside your Mighty Network to members who are already in the
main community.
Each Plan you create will have a Featured Image that appears on the Plan page before someone
purchases it. If you don’t set a custom image, it will pull in the About image from your Mighty Network.

Featured Plan Image
This should have a minimum size of 1600 x 900 pixels.

Mighty Tip!
Choose an image that will work for wider screens as it will be responsive—if someone shares a link
to your Plan with a friend, the image will appear much larger and wider than it does when they’re
visiting the plan from your Landing Page.
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These Plan images reflect the focus of the
community with simple imagery, avoiding the
need for any text that may not work at larger
sizes and crops.
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Your Posts & Articles
Think of Articles as blog posts—you can add images, GIFs, links, media embeds, and format your text in
tons of different ways. Here are a few things to keep in mind.
With each Article, you can add a header image. It’ll show up on the top of the Article below the title, and
in the Activity Feed when you post the Article. If you pull it into your Welcome or Featured Sections, it’ll
show up there, too.
Note: by default, the very first image you add to any Article becomes the header image.

Article Headers
These should have a minimum size of 2560 x 1440— a horizontal image works best. If you want to
include text, center it within the 2375 x 1185 area of your graphic.

Quick Posts
You can also add images to your Activity Feed without making a full Article—by using a Quick Post. Hit
the “+” button in the box at the top of the feed and select Photo.
You’ll see the option to make the photo the background of your post, and add text on top. If you do this,
images without text already in them are the best choice.
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Your Profile
Your profile (and your members profiles) aren’t a part of your overall Mighty Networks brand,
necessarily, but they are an opportunity to showcase and create a personal brand. Here are the
elements you have to play with.

Your Profile Photo

Your Cover Photo

You’re ready for your close up! This has a
minimum size of 500 x 500 pixels. It’ll be cropped
into a circle. When new members join, they’ll have
a default abstract profile photo until they add one.

This will appear as a horizontal banner on desktop
and cropped in to be a vertical background on
mobile—so an image that’s not too busy and can
be cut off works best.

Resources

Excited to dive in and design a beautiful experience for your members, but coming in without a brand
already in place? Here are some resources that can help, and they’re all free.

Canva.com
This popular free design tool can help you create almost everything for your Mighty Network, from
logos to Article Headers and more. And they have hundreds of already designed templates you can
start with.

Coolors.co and Colors.muz.li
These help you set a color palette by starting with one color, and then adding complementary ones to it.
Prefer to start with a photo? Canva has a free color palette generator, too, that lets you upload a picture
and pulls colors directly from it.

Pexels.com and Unsplash.com
Choose from thousands of completely free stock photos here, available in high-resolution.

Behance.net or Dribbble.com
Just want some general creative inspiration? Browse these sites to see how professional designers all
over the world are bringing ideas to life with color, typography, illustration, and more.

Just want some general creative inspiration? Browse these sites to see how professional designers all
over the world are bringing ideas to life with color, typography, illustration, and more.

Now you have everything you need to create a beautifully branded Mighty Network that
your members will love.

We can’t wait to see what you create—tag us and use the hashtag
#OnMighty on social to show off your community!

